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Lecture Keynotes 
At the beginning of each deck, as 
brief overview or abstract along with 
a brief history of its origin date, first 
presentation or generation

Mid deck summaries of the main 
points for clarity & flow

Mid deck enhanced explanation of 
the details behind the main points 
for clarity and flow



Summary and History;
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This presentation is comprised mostly of slides from our actual  “pitch deck” used 
in meeting with manufacturers and some investors on our patent pending product 
for creating dimensionally stable curved edges with a non single use edge form. 

Our position is that tilt wall construction technology seems to benefit mostly from 
technological innovation bracketed by a kind of internal logic. Taking things the 
technology does and enhancing them. Helical anchors (tilt wall already had 

anchors- these are better), clip anchors for sandwich foam panels (again- there 

are perhaps 10 varieties of this), form liners ( much innovation here but offering 

only innovation on variety) and many  chemical enhancements of additives bond 
breakers and so on.

No effort is put into solely aesthetic advancement. For us this gives the lie to the 
conundrum of the question posed by many envoys of this technology – “why don’t 
architects embrace tilt wall”. As to why MORE architects don’t see its potential the 
apparent design limitations, creative constraints and general derivative 
tendencies place it in the category of an engineering  solution rather than an 
aesthetic opportunity. 



The big idea here is;
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As a low-cost, low-technology construction method, tilt-up concrete has become 
one of the fastest growing solutions for addressing lowered budget constraints. 
Recently, it has gained a foothold with architects as an innovative way of 
form-making for other projects. 
It may appear strange to extoll the virtues of loadbearing wall construction in the 
21st century after post-industrial revolution inventions such as the skeleton-frame 
structural systems of steel and cast-in-place concrete. However, loadbearing wall 
construction, particularly tilt wall, has never had more potential to respond to 
market challenges and capitalize on technological advancements. Recent innovations
in the science of concrete composition and engineering advancements like 
helical fiber reinforcement have enormous implications to all aspects of the 
material. 
Yet almost all innovations are technological. Our effort here is to advance the 
aesthetic potential of this ubiquitous construction system to allow it entry into new 
building types and make it an option for designers rather than a last resort. It is 
currently not possible to make reliable dimensionally stable curved edges and 
impossible to make meaningfully deep compound surface curves. The current 
method requires hand cutting of foam ballast. This in turn makes repetition 
difficult, shop fabrication of windows impractical and numerous other barriers. 
This invention solves those issues.



Explainer
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The next two slides position the GEOFORM patent in our research group which is 
driven by our mandate of Bottom Up Innovation done by Everyday Architects. 
Like us.



Avant Garde / Starchitects – Weekend Guys

Big Firms- 20% 80%

Mainstream / Everyday-Drive Home Guys



Top down innovation-

happens in the Avant-Garde and 
Large format areas of architectural 

practice 
(-Purpose of research Cool Form)

Bottom up innovation 

happens in the Mainstream area of 
practice

(-Purpose of research Commodity)



Excursus TM

Under our research initiative we have a particular focus on the next level thinking on 
tilt wall construction technology. This focus area has established expertise in Tilt Wall 
building types….which we commoditized, branded and applied to the ‘normal” 
problems and building types we most often were commissioned to undertake. It has 
grown into new areas such as product development, post tensioning of tilt wall 
panels and experimenting with new formulae for concrete and rebar alternatives 

• SSB TM

• Largest building- Tilt Wall & 2016
• Tiltwallism- we wrote the book on it
• Tallest panel
• Product Development
• Six story Load bearing Building
• Value Office TM

• Blast / Progressive Collapse
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Following are many of the areas of our focus specifically around tilt wall 
technology  



Small Smart Boxes TM





Worlds Largest tilt wall building
4.26 million Square feet



DAIKIN

TX TECHNOLOGY PARK





Worlds Tallest Tilt Wall Panel
113’ feet



OBSERVATION TOWER:

GENERATION PARK 

OBSERVATION TOWER



Value Office TM





Worlds First Six story 
load bearing 
tilt wall building



Sierra Pines II



Worlds first DoD level 4 Blast and 
Blast resistant / progressive Collapse 
building



This research was recently published in 

The Construction Specifier, August 2011 

Protective Design Center (PDC)
Army’s center of expertise for engineering services 
related to force protection and protection design

Lead developer and resources of Security Related 
UFC Documents

To date, the Progressive Design Council (PDC) has 

taken no objection to the research.



Tiltwallism-
we literally 
wrote the book 
on the subject….





Back to the Patent Pending product 
development experiment…..
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At this point we transition to talking about the patent and its origins and the 
experience of filing it. 

Yes, it really did begin with the cliché napkin sketch. We attended a luncheon at 
the invitation of a team of researchers who attended a talk we gave on tilt wall in 
Dallas. They had a patent on a 3-d printable material and were looking to 
monetize it for use in tilt wall while they continued its development for the military.

They were looking for  something they could provide that was missing in tilt wall 
and could be accommodated by their technology. I made a simple sketch at the 
end of the lunch. I had it formalized the very same day and sent it to them 

I never heard back. 



So- no bullshit. I literally 
made a napkin sketch. 
Yep. F’ing cliché. 
TM
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As most people have not ever applied for a patent, I include these images of the 
process to illustrate the Kafkaesque balkanization of an idea in bureaucracy
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Up to this point it has been table setting- now for the pitch. We illustrate 
precedent, exiting market opportunities and new market development and 
expansion opportunities. 
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The following is brief technical description of the GEOFORM system 
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This next slide elides the marketing context for the product. Top down innovators 
inspire the clients of the everyday architect to ask for the things they see in 
magazines at cheaper costs and easier implementation. A top down to bottom up 
cycle of opportunity…..if you look at it the right way.

And

The Starchitects have recently seen downward pressure on their astronomical 
budgets. Thus why not upwardly innovate tilt wall to attract their attention. 

Seems like a great way to expand the market for the technology. 

So tilt wall has to have ways of making more innovative form



20,836 Architecture Firms in USA according to 2012 economic Census
Ideas, influence, inspiration and trend flow diagram

Starchitects - $$$$$

>5% of all firms     2% of all projects       Narrow building type bandwidth

Frank Gehry  Tadao Ando  Norman Foster  Santiago Calatrava  Renzo Piano  Rem Koolhaas  MVRDV  BIG 
Bjarke Ingles  Herzog DeMueron  Diller Scofidio   

Branded Band- $$$

20% of Total Firms  Employ 80% of all architects  Execute 60%of all Projects  Mid Range building type bandwidth

HOK   AECOM   SOM   KPF   Perkins Will   DLR   EYP   HDR   NBBJ   IBI Group   Woods Bagot   Gensler   
Jacobs   HKS   Perkins Eastman   Stantec   Smith Group   LMN   ZGF   WDG   Cooper Carey   O’Brien

Everyday’ s- $+
75% of Total Firms (15,626)   Execute 35-40% of all projects   Bandwidth with high percentage Tilt  Wall overlay
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We sked the audience in Denver if they would buy it as it were. It was all hands 
up. 

But. 



So- Show of hands-

Who’s in? 



Not this industry so far…..
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We are exhibiting the actual internal score sheet from a manufacturer. 

Note the evaluation has no category for aesthetics…..
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A post evaluation communication from us to them excerpted from an e-mail 
exchange.   



We appreciate you taking the time to consider it so thoroughly. 
Helpful to understand how you all think about things. 

One exploratory / constructive comment. 

One wonders if you are being too short sighted in considering 
your market exclusive of architects. All of the evaluation forms 
and evaluative rubric are weighted heavily if not exclusively 
around a sub / contractor oriented consideration. Which at one 
level makes sense. That is your existing client base .



At another level however- that of growing market share and 
expanding your client base- it excludes every single aspect of 
how you would ever reach beyond that base. Of course my 
bias here is that you will reach a limit in your current market. I 
would argue there is an adjacent- directly logical reason for a 
group like yours to consider, that of architects, while I also 
accept that may not make our product idea any more viable. 
Just my thoughts. Thoughts driven by years of working on why 
architects don’t use tilt wall I suppose. 
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The conclusion is really a challenge to the industry to take a lesson from their 
own limitations. 

At least of their goal is to attract more architects to the technology…..



Said otherwise.
The current  market benefits by my invention 
of a commodity - say value office. But has no 
investment in it. I use existing MARKET 
products in my invention.

Yet the market cannot invest in my invention 
of an idea. Because it would have to invest in 
MY product and thus encounter

Risk.



Risk.

Which is double sided. Tit Wall technology 
currently is at risk of NEVER appealing to the 
larger bandwidth market potential which 
would moves its place in the industry 
vertically.



so

Do I abandon the market for elsewhere

Or

Does the market accommodate 
change….


